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Annual Report

Over 70,000 women reached
The Referrals Initiative has trained 1,159 sites through a total of 684 trainings, reaching 8,243

participants over the course of six program years. In 2018, Provide achieved its highest volume of

trainings (259) sites trained (630), and participants trained (3,524) to date. The 3,524 professionals

we trained in 2018 estimate that they see an average of 20 clients every year with unintended pregnancies.

Approximately one-fifth of pregnancies in the U.S. currently end in abortion. This means that the

providers we trained in 2018 have the potential to reach over 70,000 clients annually with improved
options counseling, and an estimated 14,000 clients annually with referral for abortion.

In 2018:

After training,

68%

2 out of 3

more trainings

49%

more training
participants

135%
more sites
trained

participants who

previously did not refer

for abortion indicated that

in the future,
they will refer for
abortion when their
client requests it.

Transformative
Letter from ED and Board Chair
Transformative. This is a word we hear often from the clinicians, case managers, social workers, counselors, and

administrators who participate in our abortion referrals trainings. In 2018, we continued to significantly expand the

reach of this transformative work. What began in 2013 as a three-state pilot project is now a mature program active

across the entire U.S. Southeast, with special partnerships with health departments and domestic violence coalitions

in six additional states. Through a combination of dedicated programming and rigorous evaluation, we are now a

foremost authority on abortion referrals in the United States and a leader in working with a diverse range of health
and social service providers to build a stronger system of care for people seeking abortion.

Our strength could not come at a more needed time. Health disparities are growing wider, significant political efforts
are underway to undercut access to essential health services and insurance coverage, and constitutional rights we

hoped were secure feel increasingly tenuous. Provide understands the challenge of meeting people’s health needs in

difficult and restrictive environments. Our work is located in many of the places that feel the impact of these changes

first, and hardest. Our commitment is unwavering.

Provide is also in the midst of our own transformative moment

as we prepare to say farewell to our Executive Director, Melanie

Zurek, who has led the organization through programmatic and
organizational evolution during the past 15 years. Melanie, the

Board, and the staff have approached this transition with the

same care and forethought that is applied to Provide’s programs,

and we expect to welcome new leadership before the end of 2019.

As we undertake this internal journey, our work will continue to
be guided by our deep commitment to health workers, to their

patients and clients, to our work in the U.S. Southeast, and to the
profound impact that we all can make.

In partnership,

Melanie Zurek, ED & Katherine Bourne, Board Chair

Connect the Dots
Nearly half of all pregnancies in the United States are unintended. Abortion is an incredibly
common health care need. According to the latest data, nearly 1 million people obtain an

abortion each year. In the clinical sense, the delivery of abortion services is not complicated. Yet

for many, diminishing availability of abortion care can make locating abortion services difficult, and
for some, put it completely out of reach with lifelong impact.

Health and social service providers play a vital role connecting patients and clients to the care
they need. Provide is a nonprofit that works in partnership with these professionals and
their agencies to respond more comprehensively to patients and clients who experience

unintended pregnancy. We offer CEU-eligible professional development training and

technical assistance on non-directive pregnancy options counseling and how to give accurate,
informed, and non-judgmental referrals for unintended pregnancy and abortion care when
sought.

Our success lies in our connection to you. By opening your
doors, committing your resources and time, and bringing your
unique knowledge of your clients and practices, we have
successfully partnered to build a stronger system of care.

Your Team
+
Our Resources
=
Meeting the needs
of the whole person

What You Are Saying About Us
Survey and interview responses from 2018
“It really opened space for people who have never talked about abortion – or have never talked
about reproductive rights or justice, or why that’s important to the work that they’re doing – in
a way that can feel less personal and less political. They were really able to maintain patience
front and center of all of that, and kind of de-stigmatize a lot of the thoughts and stereotypes
around abortion in general.”
~ Medical Student, Louisiana

Our
Approach

“I thought it was well done. It was very gentle, I thought it seemed to be trauma-informed, it was
engaging and definitely had some good hands-on activities, and the trainers were really great.”
~ Domestic Violence Worker, Ohio

92%

were

“very satisfied”
with the way topics
were addressed

93%

were

“very satisfied”
with the information
provided by the
presenters

93%

were

“very satisfied”
with the teaching
methods and
activities

The percentage of participants who reported being “not satisfied” was approximately 1% on all measures.

“I think the part that was the most pleasantly surprising to me was when it went from this big, in
general, like, ‘Okay, if you have someone come into your office who has an unwanted pregnancy,
how do you navigate that?’ to, the part that I thought was really well done was when they got
really specific, and more knowledgeable about Louisiana laws and Louisiana resources. It certainly
wasn’t something that I was expecting to come away with, because Provide seems to be this big,

Our
Connection
to You

national organization, so I wasn’t expecting to really feel like they fully understood the exact
climate that we were in Louisiana, and that was a really pleasant surprise and I think that’s what
made it really meaningful for me as well.”
~ Primary Care Case Manager, Louisiana
“The way the material was presented – with person-centered language – really paralleled what
we’re doing here in Western North Carolina in behavioral health. We’ve tried to take a cultural
change and shift within the industry and so the training really matched the messages and the
mission that we’re on, as far as the community in behavioral health, so that was really cool. And
the presenters were really approachable, and it was really comfortable. There were exercises, it
wasn’t just a lecture, it was really good exercises during the day. I mean, I talk about the training
all the time to people.”
~ Substance Use Care Coordinator, North Carolina
“It felt like Provide was really equipped to have a lot of conversations in a more conservative
workplace about ‘Here’s ways that you can support clients while also navigating the rules around
your specific workplace of what you can and can’t share with clients surrounding services that are
available.”
~ Primary Care Case Manager, Louisiana

Tools &
Resources

“I was recently faced with a situation in which a woman came to receive
family planning services and found out she was pregnant. The pregnancy
was unintended, and she requested information on termination. Honestly,
if I had not attended the Provide training, I do not know if I would have had
confidence in myself as a professional to effectively counsel her. I was able
to use the STAR Model, and the client and I were able to effectively cope
with the situation. The client was able to get the resources/information she
needed from me, and I felt prepared enough to handle the situation.”
~ County Health Department Social Worker, North Carolina

96%

agreed by the
end of the training that “I have
the skills and information I need
to effectively refer a client with
an unintended pregnancy for
pregnancy termination if she
requests it.”

96%

agreed by the
end of the training that “I have
the skills and information I need
to effectively counsel a client
with an unintended pregnancy
on all her options.”

Increased
Capacity

“I recently had a patient who came to me with some possible suspicions
that she may be pregnant, and I had brought up and asked, ‘Are you
aware of what your options are? Do you know about the various
facilities and community efforts that could help you make your decision,
or that could assist you in whatever decision that you decide to go
through with?’ And she said, ‘I’m so glad that you brought that up. I’m
so glad that you said something, and I’m so glad that you’re okay with
talking about it, because a lot of people aren’t willing to consider what
some of your options are. And the fact that you just said that, lets me
know that you’re here for me no matter what.”
~ Substance Use Counselor, Kentucky

A total of 315 sites received Technical Assistance from Provide in 2018, a 25% increase
over the number that received Technical Assistance in 2017.

87 workplaces increased staff capacity by incorporating abortion information for staff.

How have training participants applied the knowledge and skills
learned in our training?
“During court advocacy I’ve had a few folks who have disclosed that they were pregnant, and it was really a
traumatic situation for them. Or sometimes they’re really happy; it’s just that they weren’t in a good space and
didn’t think they’d have the resources to be able to manage. So I was able to help give them those resources that
we were provided and we were just able to talk really openly. Just letting them know that I wasn’t here to pass
judgment, I just want to make sure that they’re getting the support that they need. I’ve been more mindful about
coming into contact with folks who are dealing with pregnancy.”
~ Domestic Violence Advocate, Kentucky

“With that information that I got from the training, I was able to
tell a lot of my clients that are pregnant, living with HIV, a better
way to take care of themselves, and the importance of taking care of
themselves while pregnant.”
~ Case Manager, Mississippi
“I now know the questions to ask, where to go, and who my resources are. From not knowing what my
resources were and kind of teetering, to being more steady….I feel like it has placed me in a position
to be more compassionate towards those who take an alternative decision than what my personal
views are. It just made me more compassionate, more receptive and willing to help.”
~ Lead Perinatal Nurse, North Carolina

Continuing Education
Our training includes free national and state-based* CEUs for social workers, therapists and counselors, case workers,
physicians, advance practice clinicians, registered nurses, and medical assistants.
*States include Alabama, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

Special Partnerships
• We continued our partnership with the Colorado Health Foundation to bring our Referrals Training to health and social

service providers in Northeast Colorado.

• We partnered with the Chicago Department of Public Health (CDPH) to bring our Referrals Training to the CDPH Bureau
of Maternal, Infant, Child, and Adolescent Health’s Nursing and Support Services staff. Also in attendance were local domestic
and sexual violence advocates, community health providers, educators and counselors.
• We partnered with the Florida Council Against Sexual Violence to bring our Referrals Training to domestic and sexual
violence professionals at eight regional trainings across the state of Florida.
• We partnered with the Nebraska Coalition to End Sexual and Domestic Violence to bring our Referrals Training to
domestic and sexual violence professionals at three regional trainings across the state of Nebraska.

• We partnered with the Ohio Domestic Violence Network (ODVN) to bring our Referrals Training to domestic and sexual
violence advocates, educators, counselors, and interns on how to make referrals on the full spectrum of pregnancy options
so that advocates and their clients are equipped with accurate, medically-based information. The professionals we trained
through this partnership make up approximately one-third of the domestic violence and sexual assault providers in Ohio.

Sharing Our Expertise
• “Referrals for Unintended Pregnancy: Honoring Autonomy and

Removing Barriers to Stigmatized Healthcare Services” – Shift North
Carolina 2018 Conference (Durham, NC)

• “Referrals for Unintended Pregnancy: Abortion Literacy for NonAbortion Providers” – Midwives Alliance of North America 2018
Conference (Portland, ME)

• “Making Quality Referrals for Unintended Pregnancy” – Kentucky
School of Alcohol and Other Drug Studies Statewide Conference
(Louisville, KY)

• “Making Quality Referrals for Patients with Unintended Pregnancies”
– Kentucky Nurses Association Statewide Conference (Louisville, KY)
• “Supporting Survivors in All of Their Options: An Overview of

Provide’s Quality Referrals Training for Unintended Pregnancy for
Program Directors and Advocates” – North Carolina Coalition Against
Domestic Violence Annual Conference (Raleigh, NC)

• O’Donnell, Jenny, et al. “Evaluation of a Training for Health and
Social Service Providers on Abortion Referral-Making.” Maternal and
Child Health Journal, vol. 22, no. 10, 6 July 2018, pp. 1369–1376.,
doi:https://doi.org/10.1007/s10995-018-2570-6.
• Public Comment Opposing Title X Proposed Rule: Compliance with
Statutory Program Integrity Requirements. July 30, 2018.

Connect Up
The providers and agencies we partner with strive

every day to meet their clients’ needs, whether it’s in a

domestic violence shelter, HIV care clinic, substance

use center, family planning clinic, or primary care setting.

All of the health and social service systems we work

with experience time and budget constraints, and often

times are supporting a client through a moment of crisis or

hardship. Provide understands these environments and has
tailored our program to be responsive to individual setting
realities. We provide the opportunity to increase client-

centered care and build organizational expertise in caring
for clients facing unintended pregnancy.

Our Trainings Offer:
• On-site training with a local Provide team

• Continuing education units (where available)
• Certificate of participation

• A model for effective referral-making that applies
beyond abortion referrals

• Take-away information and resources that help you
in your work
• A detailed training report for site administrators
• Ongoing customized Technical Assistance

Training Structures Available:
Our training model rests on the knowledge that it takes a team of dedicated, informed professional staff to care for
clients and patients. Our approach is efficient and flexible, with options such as:

• A comprehensive full day, on-site training
• A half-day, on-site training

• A tailored training set up in consultation with our teams

Where We Work
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Who We Work With
We partner to integrate abortion referral practices throughout five of the most critical systems of care for patients and clients
of reproductive age:

Domestic & sexual violence

Family planning

HIV

Substance use

Primary care

Who We Train
Health administration –
management & non-management
Social workers
Counselors and case workers
Client educators and advocates

Physicians
Advanced practice clinicians
Nurses
Medical assistants

Impact
Social and Cultural Impact
Nearly half (48%) of all participants
interviewed in 2018 shared the
information they learned outside of
their workplace with family, friends, or
colleagues.
“I did talk to my parents about it,
which was very interesting because
we have very differing views on some
issues. That was interesting. So yeah,
that brought up a conversation with
them, which I think is always good.”
~ Primary Care Worker, South Carolina

Client-level Impact
Preliminary study results suggest that clients whose
providers mentioned abortion as an option were
significantly more likely to recommend the clinic to
a friend than clients whose providers did not discuss
abortion, even among clients who planned to continue
their pregnancy.

Provider Practice

New data confirmed 2017 findings that trained
providers are three times more likely to discuss
abortion with their clients.

Sustainability

80% of surveyed sites had continued their new
referral-making practices one year following training.

Provide offers on-site partnership to
bring about lasting programmatic
and operational improvements to
patient care through our Technical
Assistance Program.
Working in partnership with your site,
our Technical Assistance Team can
provide:
• Detailed training reports and insights
from your team’s training experience
• Consultation on forms and
information for patients and staff
• Support for the integration of abortion
referral practices at your workplace
• Up-to-date local resource lists
• Trainings for new staff
• Evaluation and recommendations on
best practices to include in all-options
counseling

Finances
-1%
13%

2018 Income*		
88%

*Please note that these numbers are preliminary.

Grants = $1,487,061
Contributions = $220,881
Other = -$14,600

6%
13%

2018 Expenses*		
81%

Program = $2,933,732
Management = $475,947
Fundraising = $210,354

*Please note that these numbers are preliminary.

Our Supporters
Provide is grateful for our dedicated individual donors who commit vital general support for
our work.
*supporters who have given for at least 5 consecutive years
**supporters who have given for at least 10 years
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We are fortunate to receive vital support from the following foundations:
Anonymous (2)
The Brush Foundation
The Colorado Health Foundation
Lisa and Douglas Goldman Fund
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Kerry Lobel and Marta Drury, girls just wanna have funD of the Horizons Foundation
Irving Harris Foundation
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
OMA Fund of the Ms. Foundation for Women
Menemsha Family Fund
David and Lucile Packard Foundation
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Samuel Rubin Foundation
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Board

Provide benefits from a stable and engaged Board of Directors made up of state, national, and global leaders in women’s and community
health, including service providers, administrators, policy experts, and advisors.

President: Katherine Bourne, MPH
Treasurer: Mary O’Doherty
Clerk: Christy Fujio

Directors:
Sarah Dietrich, MSN, PMHNP-BC
Betty L. Farrell, CNM, MSN, MPH
Walt Klausmeier
Dan Pellegrom, M.Div.
Frankie Stein, MPA
Jamila K. Taylor, Ph.D., MPA
Melanie Zurek, EdM

Staff
Our team is a group of people who care deeply about people and the workers and agencies who serve them. We are people who live in and who love
the communities in which we work.

We have the benefit of experience and training in HIV service delivery, substance use counseling, domestic and sexual violence case management,
and safety nets health service. This experience roots us in deep compassion for people and the workers who serve them. It positions us to be highly
effective in engaging and supporting these systems.
We recognize and thank all the staff who contributed to our work in 2018:

Wyndi Anderson

Jovanna Anzaldua, MPA

Maggie Baker

Casianna Brown

Renée Burwell, LMSW

Senior Director of Programs

External Relations Assistant

Director of Finance and Administration

Data Management Assistant

Tennessee State Coordinator

Sarah Cannady, BScPH, CLC

Monika Carey, CHE

Erin Carroll, MPH

Karolyn Chowning, MSc

Tiffany Collins-Webb

North Carolina State Coordinator

Senior Outreach and Training Specialist

Program Analyst

Oklahoma State Coordinator

Alabama State Coordinator

LaTischa Drake

Janice D’souza

Liz Epperson, LCSW

Camilla Eubanks

Amy Handler, MPH

Programs Division Coordinator

Program Assistant

Kentucky State Coordinator

Director of Program Implementation

Program Evaluation Manager

Kara Hinkley, MPP

Tamika Holliday

Shannon Ivey, MFA

Lydia Karch, MPH

Jennifer Kayrouz, MPH
Systems Outreach Snr. Coordinator

Regional Director

Regional Coordinator

South Carolina State Coordinator

Regional Coordinator

Leigh Koetsch

Michael Lott-Manier

Fausta Luchini, MA, LPP

Kelli Lynch

Hannah McGovern, MAM

Kentucky State Coordinator

Colorado State Coordinator

Training Coordinator

Oklahoma State Coordinator

Individual Giving Manager

Kristin Nobel, MPH

Crystal Norwood

Jenny O’Donnell, DSc

Anna Pfaff, MPH

Ondine Quinn, MSW, CSW

Director of Program Evaluation

Communications Manager

Deputy Director

North Carolina State Coordinator

Training & Technical Assistance
Specialist

Tisha Reed, MA

Carolyn Rhodes

Elizabeth Rivera, MBA

Dannielle Shaw, JD

Eva Sieupersad

Dir. of Systems Outreach & Training

Director of Human Resources

Executive Office Manager

Director of Program Quality

South Carolina State Coordinator

Marquitta Siplin, CPB

Shauna Smith

Jessica Stratmon-Rush

Dafina Ward, JD

Julie Warren

Bookkeeper

Administrative Assistant

Human Resources Generalist

Director of External Relations

Tennessee State Coordinator

Melanie Zurek, EdM
Executive Director

(617) 661-1161
info@providecare.org
www.providecare.org

